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WE ARE FAMILY
… For 75 years, the irrepressible joy of tailoring 
and an unerring awareness of quality have been 
a common thread running through our lives: in 
1947, our company started out as a manufactory 

with just four sewing machines. Today, we are 
one of the best-known shirtmakers in Germany – 

and still an independent family business. 

P A G E

URBAN ATTITUDE
Electrifying designs meet vibrant colours: Our 

new city collection sends out clear signals in the 
grey of November. Whether in the office or at 
the bar – pure Business combines the ultimate 

urban winter vibe with contemporary casualness. 
Every little detail is just right, from the button 

to the collar. 

P A G E

TRENDS & HERITAGE
From urban to country: pure – pure Lust 

auf Tracht – mixes the traditional with the 
contemporary. The result inspires people with 

a sense of authenticity and a touch of romance. 
As a prime example of joie de vivre with sustain-

ability, our collection of traditional shirts has 
reached the heart of the current lifestyle. 

P A G E

FUNCTIONAL LIVING
Indian Red, Golden Honey and Maroon – the 
FUNCTIONAL family with probably the most 

comfortable shirt in the world celebrates the cooler 
days with melanges and wonderfully warming co-
lours. With these styles for winter, the anticipation 
of the most beautiful sides of the season is rising. 

P A G E
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Between hopping field hares and fleeing deer, with the scent of 

fir in the nose and emerald-green moss beds in the eye, we went 

on a trekking tour through the forest with Louisa and Claudio. 

The sun was trying to outshine our models and gave its warming 

blessing to the pure FUNCTIONAL collection. With new colours, 

new grippy textures and fascinating designs, pure FUNCTIONAL  

sets standards in terms of fashion appeal and sustainable  

wearing comfort. Its ultimate 4-way stretch is as flexible as you 

are. The secret is in the fibres: The »Made in Italy« material is 

a piece of innovative high-tech with convincing features. Breath- 

able, light as a feather and ultra-comfortable, nothing will make 

you sweat. Welcome to the comfort zone!

THIS IS FUNCTIONAL: FOUR-WAY STRETCH | LIGHT AS A FEATHER | HIGHLY BREATHABLE | EXTREMELY 
FAST DRYING | PREVENTS ODOUR FORMATION | NON-IRON | UV PROTECTION 50+ | SUSTAINABLE

HIGH-T E C H FABRIC
 FR

O M
 IT

AL
Y
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Only the very best, fibre for fibre. 
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GREAT FREEDOM

Slip in, get set, go: Combined, the 

pure FUNCTIONAL shirt and the  

performance trousers are real per-

fect match winners. Nothing pinches, 

squeezes, or constricts – pure FUNC- 

TIONAL gives you the freedom to 

feel good all day long. And without 

any stress. Because with pure FUNC- 

TIONAL there is no ironing: zero iron- 

ing, but 100 per cent style. Does that 

sound good? We think so too. Take 

your freedom and make your life  

easier. 
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Pumpkin, Brick, Indian Red, 
Golden Honey, Maroon and 
Steel Blue – the low autumn 
sun makes the rich melange  
plain colours glow. Your  
favourite shade is certainly  
among them ... The best  
recipe against winter blues. 
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IT´S TREE TIME

So, you want to enjoy your life con- 

sciously? Then you need everyday 

companions that make it easy for 

you to go your own way. pure FUNC- 

TIONAL is authentic, urban, and sus-

tainable. Most of the fabrics we use 

are made from innovative Econyl®, 

a polyamide fibre made from 100 

per cent recycled material. Reuse  

reduces the impact on global warm- 

ing by 80 per cent compared to nylon 

made from crude oil. 
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Let‘s get out of here: Did you 
know that spending just five 
minutes in Nature strengthens 
the immune system and re-
duces stress hormones in the 
blood? Researchers suspect 
that messenger substances in 
trees, so-called terpenes, are 
responsible for this. 
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SMART SHIRT WITH 
THE COMFORT OF 

A POLO

Right at the top of the wish list: our 

new PO:SH. The long-sleeved shirt 

combines all the advantages of  

FUNCTIONAL with the features of a 

polo shirt – with its 3-button facing, 

sporty buttons, cuffs like a men‘s 

shirt and a soft collar. The feel is  

heavenly light and caressingly soft. 

An irresistible look. 
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withthe purefunctionalstyle!

MAGICALLY ATTRACTIVE 

Clean and cool, but not a bit buttoned 

up: the pure FUNCTIONAL blouse is 

now available in even more colours 

and in two cuts. The light A-line cre-

ates a loose, relaxed silhouette. The 

slim shape impresses with its supple  

lines and shaping darts. A true  

classic that guarantees a convincing 

appearance – wherever you are. 
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When our champagne FUNCTIONAL shirt makes its red-car-

pet debut, Hollywood-style comfort is guaranteed. Get started 

with an invitation to the Party Royale. Never say never! After 

all, you‘ve got a special assignment on a risky mission – with  

 

the ultimate licence to have fun. For a quantum of distraction in 

tough times ... Celebrate your personal style with comfort and 

our heroic FUNCTIONAL features. Looking good has never been 

easier or more relaxed (and neither has having fun). 

S E A S O N  S T Y L E  » L E T ‘ S  PA R T Y«

FUNCT IONAL 
PARTY  SH I R T
A statement with style: our 

new FUNCTIONAL shirt in a 

champagne hue casually 

turns night into day. 



S E A S O N  S T Y L E  » E N J O Y  W I N T E R «

Hello, autumn! When the morning is shrouded in mist and the 

frozen hoarfrost crunches under your soles, it‘s high time for 

feel-good layers in a naturally inspired colour palette. With pure 

FUNCTIONAL, combinations from head to toe are expressly en-

couraged. Whether it‘s trousers or a statement-piece casual 

shirt in a trendy check design – one goes with the other and 

easily winds the November grey around its finger. You can wear 

the shirt underneath or on top. On its own or as a stylish eye-

catcher with a turtleneck. That‘s exactly what we need right 

now: beloved classics and relaxed styles that keep us happy. 

Maximally FUNCTIONAL, maximally beautiful. Are you ready for 

the smooth transition to the time when the log fires crackle? 

FUNCT IONAL 
CHECK  SH I R T

Cozy check: The casual 

FUNCTIONAL shirt in trendy 

printed check impresses with 

carefully selected details such 

as contrasting trim and 

rubberized design buttons. 

The FUNCTIONAL 

trousers fit perfectly.
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ING  O U T F I T S  F O R  AUTUMN / WINTER | 
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Electric vibes
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Eagerly awaited: The new pure Business collec-

tion is here! »Role models« and fashion-cons- 

cious trendsetters are opting for stylish de-

signs this season – with geometric minimals, 

prints with a knitted background look, and 

subtle floral prints. Shimmering and fascinat- 

ing, yet harmoniously interpreted in terms of 

colour, the 3-D prints above all present them-

selves as an exciting alternative to the well-be-

haved office look. Clean but sophisticated are 

the high-quality details that tell of our great 

love for shirts. Let us inspire you and find your 

personal favourite look ... 

Naturalness and pureness are the new under-

statement. Four expressive colour families get 

us in the mood for autumn: cool Shades of Blue, 

soft Shades of Nature, fiery Shades of Red and 

sophisticated Shades of Grey. Plains in white 

and blue also remain in play. As indispensable 

classics, they are part of the never-out-of-stock 

range of pure Business, which we have re- 

arranged for you. By the way: the pure Groom 

Shirts for festive occasions are also part of the 

year-round long-runner range. 

The tried and tested remains: Easy-iron stretch 

qualities and three pure Business fits ensure 

easy care and comfort – Slim Fit, Extra Slim, 

and Modern Fit. We fit every body! 

Good vibrations guaranteed: pure Business is really 

keeping us in suspense with electrifying 

melange designs on fine twills and poplins. 

BUSINESS | CIT Y | INFORMAL | ST YLE FLOW | YOUNG & URBAN | BOLD & CREATIVE  
FINE FABRICS |COOL COLOURS | SLIM SILHOUETTES | EXPRESSIVE DETAILS
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PULSATING BEATS

Ambient, Dark Electro and Trip Hop – elec-

tronic music pulses and trickles out of 

loudspeakers all over the world. It all began  

half a century ago. The Düsseldorf band 

Kraftwerk became one of the most import-

ant representatives of the new sound, sha-

ping an entire era with their futuristic, dri-

ving machine sounds. The cultural change  

became audible and perceptible. Bands 

of the 1980s like A-ha, the Pet Shop Boys 

and Depeche Mode picked up on the influ- 

ences and redefined pop music. Electrifying 

sounds and vibrating tones dare new sound 

experiments again and again today: In the 

beginning was the beat.
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Autumn feelings.

The pure casual fit underlines a casual, relaxed winter feeling. 

We go for earthy tones: Nature colours are stirred up by Olive, Pumpkin, Indigo and Steel Blue. 
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When winter calls, we have the answer: a feast 

in flannel & co. Classic checks on finely brushed,  

cuddly light f lannels and imaginative  

textured prints on super-soft twills herald the 

ultimate feel-good look for all the cold days to 

come. Anyone who senses favourite shirt 

potential demonstrates a good instinct. Con- 

temporary jersey looks with Bauhaus artwork 

and camouflage effects and super-soft cotton 

Bedford shirts promise a flattering wow effect 

when worn. Whether as a jacket or shirt – 

the overshirt with softly refined Giant Check 

is the it-piece of the pure Casual collection. 

So beautiful it makes you sigh (and want to 

unbutton) ... Press studs and a pithy indigo 

wash with a retro touch make the pure denim 

shirt a trend icon. Made over 100 years ago 

for tough guys like cowboys, railwaymen, and 

sailors, the indestructible classic still has a 

touch of coolness and audacity about it. We‘ve 

given it an urban interpretation for you – as a  

style icon with the makings of a favourite out-

fit. Easy styling, unbeatable comfort. 

MY NAME IS … MR. SMART

Sometimes rebellious, sometimes sophisticated – 

style expresses your own individuality. Superfine 

twills in bi-stretch quality in subtle colours, 

with innovative prints, characterize 

the look of Mr. Smart. Ultra-soft 

pre-washed, this shirt with 

finest double-stitched 

seams and piping 

creates an unmistak-

able appearance. 

Very smart and 

easy-going. 
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Ready for a long life by your side: 

authentic, urban feel-good spirit  

paired with global awareness 

make the pure Casual collection 

a sustainable fashion statement. 
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The coolest way to stay 
warm: Whether it‘s a beanie  
or a cap, your favourite head- 
wear is so much more than 
just a practical winter ac-
cessory. It‘s the icing on the 
cake of your look. 

WOOL CHECK BASECAP 

The checked peaked cap made of wool is the 

aristocrat among fashion icons. Its sporty roots 

go back to the 19th century. Stars from Sean 

Connery to Billie Eilish wore or are wearing 

them not only on »bad hair days« but at every 

opportunity. They lighten up business looks 

and add the finishing touch to street styles. 

BOBBLE HAT 

It immediately makes you want to build snow-

men and go tobogganing: The good old knitted 

hat with a pom-pom brings back warm memo-

ries of childhood. It is a fashion statement for 

all those who want to prove their courage for 

their own style. Tip: Fits perfectly with a sporty 

look! 

BEANIE

The casual beanies have long since conquered 

our winter wardrobe – and not only that. Lovers 

of the cult beanie like cabaret artist Torsten 

Sträter wear the warming cover all year round.  

Depending on the style – whether finer or coarser  

knit – they go with every outfit. 
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News from the pure cosmos

When it was completed in 1930, the Chrysler Building 

in New York was the tallest building in the world at 319  

metres. The skyscraper in Art Deco style is considered 

one of the landmarks of the metropolis and embodies 

the epitome of New York aesthetics for our head designer  

Alexander Ott. Both professionally and privately, he is often  

on the Hudson River and knows many exciting corners of 

the mega-city. “New York is a cosmos, the whole world is 

concentrated in an area like that of the city of Rome,” says 

Ott. “You can discover something new every day: fashion, 

music, museums ... It’s breathtaking.” 

Alex is the creative head in the company and is responsible  

for trend research and collection creation, among other 

things. Planning photo shoots and social media activities 

are also part of his job. In his private life, he is interested  

in fashion, photography and art and enjoys skiing and jog-

ging. His latest passions include urban farming and mini- 

Shetland ponies. “Happiness often lies in small things,” 

says the globetrotter. 

»My favourite author is John Irving. His novels leave us 
readers breathlessly enthralled. Tragicomically, they show 
us the protagonists with all their dreams, longings, and 
absurdities in action. Suspense, goosebumps, and hilari-
ous passages are guaranteed. For starters, I recommend: 
“The Cider House Rules”, “The Hotel New Hampshire”, 
and “The World According to Garp”.« 

FOLLOW  YOUR  FUNCT IONAL  NATURE

If you‘re on the road a lot, you need fashionable companions that are functionally equipped and carefully crafted down to the smallest detail. Like pure 
FUNCTIONAL. Crease-resistant, quickly washed and dried again and perfectly combinable in every season, pure FUNCTIONAL can do it all. T-shirt, shirt, 
overshirt, trousers - plus a warm coat with scarf and your favourite headgear, and the style is ready for the next winter trip, e. g. to New York – for the 
famous ball drop in Times Square on New Year‘s Eve. 

Trousers 31410-130

Overshirt D51325-130

Shirt 3386-130

T-Shirt 3392-900

ALEXANDER OTT: THIS IS MY FUNCTIONAL STYLE 

ALEXANDER ‘ S  BOOK  T I P
(NOT ONLY FOR THE HOLIDAYS):
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News from the pure cosmos

The leitmotif of our success story 
FOREVER YOUNG

2022 is a double celebration for us: Our company has been successful for 75 years. For five years now, it has been run by the 
founder‘s grandchildren, Joseph Reiter and Stephanie Supguth, as an independent family business in its third generation. 

THE BEST INVENTION SINCE POLOS 
WERE INVENTED:

PO:SH
Smart shirt with the comfort of a polo

The polo shirt is the classic casual garment. It looks more seri-
ous and less leisure-oriented than collarless T-shirts, yet expres-
ses a sporty casualness compared to the business shirt. A per-
fect mix, we think ... That‘s why our new PO:SH, a long-sleeved 
polo shirt with a wool look, is one of the favourites of the pure 
autumn/winter collection. Eight expressive autumn shades are 
available from autumn 2022 onwards. 
The success story of the polo shirt began in India at the turn of 
the 20th century. Due to the subtropical climate, Indian polo 
players wore round-cut, hip-length jerseys made of light fabric  
with their airy jodhpurs. French tennis players took up the idea 
and replaced the top shirts that were still common in the »white  
sport« with functional shirts with buttons and collars made 
of breathable, comfortable knitted fabrics. The polo shirt was 
born. Today it is considered an evergreen in men‘s fashion: it 
can be combined again and again and is ultra-comfortable to 
wear. 

Here are some styling tips: 

• Worn under a jacket in the office, it is an excellent 
 alternative to a business shirt. 
• The more official the occasion, the more elegant the 
 material should be. Tip: The PO:SH in FUNCTIONAL 
 fabrics is always the right choice.
• The collar of the polo should always be folded down.
• The polo should be worn loosely over the waistband 
 (not tucked into the trousers). 

1947 – 2022
75 years – stitch by stitch 

to the masterpiece 

Founded in 1947 as a manufactory with just four sewing 
machines, Hatico Mode GmbH is now one of Germany‘s 
leading shirt manufacturers. For more than a quarter of 
a century, our pure brand has stood for lifestyle, creativ- 
ity, and passion. Today, as in the past, we design at our 
headquarters in Tirschenreuth in the Upper Palatinate. 
Our collections are created in close cooperation with the 
world‘s leading Italian fabric weavers and designers. 

Around 60 production steps are required to make a shirt. 
This is where the craftsmanship is evident down to the 
smallest detail. “We are real nerds when it comes to pro-
cessing and selecting fabrics,” says Stephanie Supguth.  
Joseph Reiter adds: “When I see people wearing our fas-
hion, it makes me happy. For us, this is the greatest proof 
that the care that goes into every single piece is valued.” 

WE’RE JUST A CLICK AWAY… 

Get to know pure:

FOLLOW US ON INSTAGRAM 

Over the next few months, we would like to introduce 
ourselves personally. To this end, we will regularly post 
new brief profiles of our employees on Instagram. Every 
single one of us contributes to our success story – day 
by day and year by year. We ourselves are most sur- 
prised that we are already celebrating our 75th anniver-
sary. Yet everything feels so young, fresh, and always new. 
But maybe that is the secret of our success. In any case, 
we would like to thank all our companions and partners 
for their trust, enthusiasm, and loyalty. Let‘s carry on like 
this! 

If you are lucky enough 

to find a way of life you love, 

you have to find 

the courage to live it.

                                                                   JOHN IRVING
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When it fits, it fits: pure – pure Lust auf 

Tracht – plays with typical details such 

as traditional stand-up collars and horn 

buttons for the boys and tucks and 

scattered flowers for the girls. Hearty 

cotton, linen structures, and twills – many 

with an amount of stretch – shape the 

character of our collection. 
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Revolutionary Tracht.

As a textile company from the Upper Palatinate 

with a 75-year heritage, we have a long history  

of traditional shirts. Generations of grand-

fathers, sons and grandsons have expressed 

their love for the real thing by wearing our 

shirts (and for some years now, grandmothers, 

daughters and granddaughters have done the 

same with our pfoad blouses and dresses). 

There is a great longing for rootedness, for 

unadulterated quality and the use of natural 

materials. This is certainly one of the reasons 

why pure – pure Lust auf Tracht – is finding 

more and more friends. Today, Tracht is an 

international fashion style that is constantly 

reinventing itself. 

Our collection is a play of contrasts, character- 

ized by zeitgeist and timelessness, authentic 

craftsmanship and new urbanity. As an an-

tidote to the fast pace of life and interchange-

ability, pure – pure Lust auf Tracht – mixes 

its shirts and blouses sometimes in a proper 

Oktoberfest style, sometimes in a casual street 

style, combined with smart chinos or five-po-

ckets. The fashion theme of Tracht is 100 per 

cent suitable for the city and everyday life and 

open to any individual style mix. So new, so 

trendy – and yet made for eternity. 

THIS IS HOW TRADITION WORKS IN THE 21ST CENTURY This is a revolution that many have been 
waiting for: From autumn 2022, we will have 

pure FUNCTIONAL Tracht shirts in our range. 
With the tried-and-tested, lovingly selected 

features in a contemporary interpretation of 
the traditional look and – best of all – every 
advantage of the innovative FUNCTIONAL material: highly elastic, feather-light, breathable, and ultra-

comfortable. 

The  sh i r t s  ma rked  w i t h  *  a r e  made  o f 
ou r  Func t i ona l  ma t e r i a l . 

T he  f u t u r e  o f  T r ach t  f ash i on  has  begun . 
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Our credo: 

Tracht is tradition, 

pure joie de vivre and 

excellent craftsmanship. 

Individually mixed, 

the beloved classics 

become a blast. 
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FOUR-WAY 
STRETCH

LIGHT AS A 
FEATHER

HIGHLY 
BREATHABLE

EXTREMELY 
FAST DRYING

PREVENTS 
ODOUR 

FORMATION

NON-IRON

UV PROTEC-
TION 50+

SUSTAINABLE
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F O U R - WAY  S T R E T C H 

LIGHT AS A FEATHER 

HIGHLY BREATHABLE 

E X T R E M E L Y  F A S T 

D RY I N G  |  P R E V E N T S 

O D O U R  F O R M AT I O N 

NON-IRON | UV PRO-

TECTION 50+ |  SUS-

T A I N A B L E 

SEE YOU 

FUNCTIONALLY

NEXT 

SEASON
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